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Truly life-changing This book is literally changing my life. I've been thinking that all of my health issues
were because of food allergies. I am a strict vegetarian for 28 years and have been gluten-free going back
3 years. Nothing helped. I know that I can use these procedures for the rest of my entire life and I trust
they will work whenever I want them. But what's even worse is - I don't know what's good to eat
anymore!. It really is terrible for you personally. Eat paleo - No! End up being vegan. Enjoyed reading the
book Enjoyed reading the book.. You shouldn't take health supplements because you need to be getting
your nutrients from entire foods - No! I also did the online program together with the publication and
periods with Amy." I have no idea which way to turn, what things to eat, when to eat, how much to
consume, so much so that I just...I am right now using energy healing to address my fear of food and
hopefully letting move of all the negative connotations I have towards food, which will then allow my
body to take what it needs from whatever We eat and nourish my cells and help to make me feel stronger
once again. But it's no more difficult than going in one doctor to some other, researching protocols,
buying unlimited supplements, driving to appointment after appointment.This is where Amy steps in. I'm
see real adjustments and am feeling expect the very first time in a long time. I am hoping she writes
another amazing book soon! If you are in a state of chronic pain or disease, with multiple diagnoses or no
diagnosis at all, then you are on of the "lucky" ones whone anxious system needs to heal from an
psychological standpoint. I enrolled in her course where she has extensive movies on how to do the
exercises in your publication, and during that course I've been invited into a Facebook group filled with
people like me who are acquiring control of their very own bodies and feelings and beliefs and healing
themselves and learning to love themselves and in turn, helping others see they are amazing and amazing
and deserve to become happy and content, and it just radiates out from there. I'm not an expert on what
do or did not heal her, but I don't see her as expert, either. This morning I in fact realized I possibly could
feel pleasure and love, that i had shut off inside myself for so long. Thank you, Amy! don't eat. I have
high hopes and nothing but high praise for Amy and her methods. Your nervous system needs this book!
I proceeded to go full steam initially, started feeling better, after that life got in the way and I acquired
lost again. This is not the help I thought I was spending money on. I'm so worried that I'll eat something
that will send me into some kind of allergy suit. I depend on reviews to make my decisions. Edited review,
year plus later I actually originally gave this publication a raving review. I hadn't yet finished the book, but
it acquired my mystery illness referred to to the letter, and I was in email communication with the writer,
who explained she was "sure [she could] help,[me]!" Once more, hungry for feeling real and desperate to
get my life back again after years of chronic disease, I thought I finally found "IT"! I did this mainly on
my own, using Amy's reserve and free assets, so it took me a while. All around an excellent book. I
learned that understanding the symptoms of a mystery or any other kind of illness, disorder, or disease
does not mean focusing on how to cure symptoms of this disease. I've go through many books by authors
who became healed from the symptoms I have had. Every one of them utilized different healing
modalities. So far as I understand for sure, the authors will be the only ones living an indicator free life. I
learned the difference between a business person and a genuine healer--healers are uncommon. I learned
to consider what the seller offers for sale, realizing that I am vulnerable when I am desperate to become
well again, and it's possible for me to believe I'm on offer what I'm desperate for. I was desperate for
physical recovery. I learned a whole lot about energy medication and spiritual and psychological healing a
long time before I read this book. I worked with a published author and talented and experienced medical
intuitive who brought me much. At the time I go through this book, I was able to work again, to make use
of my hard earned university/Master's degree, but it was hard. All I could do was work and rest up to
function again. I was still in a whole lot of pain. Just because you have the energy tk heal yourself doesn't
mean it will likely be easy! This publication had some somewhat different takes on "tapping" and
chanting and affirmations that I was available to. Scher was stating she may help me. I remaining a top



review on this book and eagerly went on the author's payment arrange for her online program that
follows the protocol in this publication. I found the healing procedures in the modules to end up being
very tedious and frustrating. When I utilized my very own variations learned somewhere else, I felt better
emotionally for awhile. This did not bring physical alleviation. But I picked it up once again and went
right back to where I was, and discovered that recovery was faster this time. (A few of the tips are kind of
out there for somebody not used to alternative healing methods.. I am thinking of trying to find someone
to work with initially with some of the techniques. I already had tools for psychological healing, I shared
this from the starting point. WOW I have read a great deal of self-help books and this book combined
those readings in 1 for me. After 4 months in to the course plus some not nice rather than helpful
communication between the author and myself, I asked easily could drop out from the group and forego
that last $100 payment, which was really the charge for being on her behalf "payment plan". The answer
was a resounding no and the suggestion I drop from the Facebook group anyway. The book is the jump
off point to sell the course. All I could say is certainly WOW. This book is fine for someone's first attempt
at healing emotionally if they realize their disease is persistent. These have already been so existence
changing for me. I've caused better known healers who were kind about offering me discounts, private
time. I was shocked when I was told I still acquired to pay out the $100 while getting asked to leave the
group. A year + afterwards I noticed I am the #1 review for this book on Amazon. I do not really feel the
same way about the reserve as I did when I was 1/2 way through it and Ms. A. B. There were some
sayings about being myself that I grabbed on to, because chronic disease robs a person of feeling like
their old self. The author is a great salesperson and shrewd businesswoman and I was guillable and
desperate. They don't work for me personally. There are healers and existence coaches available who do
even more and charge less..I have used her methods to cope with some stuck encounters from my
childhood and lately with a devastating breakup and I actually am feeling so far better all around: more
hopeful, happier, better able to deal with the feelings of overwhelm and lack and not being sufficient. I by
no means realized how my emotions actually caused psychosomatic symptoms in my own body. She
wrote a publication to sell something that brings her almost passive income. But this publication helped
me to escape bed and back again to work after years of unexplained fatigue and pain. Remember to
breathe, remember to tap, and remember most of us matter, we simply need to believe that! I wish to hear
a cross portion of truths and encounters. I also discovered that Amy Scher provides many youtube movies
where she versions or explains the strategies further, and I've been using those, aswell. Practical tools for
effective healing - this book is normally legit There is absolutely no ONE like Amy Scher!! And the best
part is that she will show you that there is no one as if you, either! I have worked with Amy personally
and this book is a total guide to everything you would learn from her in one on one periods. But loving it.
That noises too broad, but what Amy explains is what she's discovered herself firsthand: that therefore
quite a few issues - emotional, physical, economic, spiritual. This author had stem cell function done in
India then a brief relapse when she utilized these "equipment" to "heal herself".. - all boil right down to
erroneous beliefs we keep, trapped emotions and engrained unhelpful patterns that have the potential to
end up being changed and transmuted through the processes and energy healing tools she explains in the
book.Energy Medicine and Recovery can seem woo-woo and the people who practice it are too "out
there" for many people's comfort. But, Amy is so grounded and true and fun - she just gets it! I believe
EFT is among the most effective equipment for our wellbeing we are able to possess and Amy will go
step by clear stage of how to do-it-yourself in the book.!But you have to recognize that you will need to
do the work. My physical energy was low. And I don't feel any better at all, and I have more anxiety
about meals and my overall health than when I started this journey!. I just eat organic, no processed food
items, no junk food - I rarely eat at a restaurant because I'm scared of what the ingredients could contain.
I find her book within an completely different light after my encounter and I feel remiss if I do not



transformation my review. Cranial sacral, massage, myofascial discharge, acupuncture, helped for a few
days, but I was back to square one. I continued to read the book and enrolled in her very expensive on-
line and Facebook training course. I am still using it every day. Looking back again, what I didn't
recognize was that it could take period to peel off the layers and incredible patience while I did so.
There's no magic pill or easy repair.The book is dogeared and sticky-noted to death because I am always
discussing it. My point of view is, do that emotional work using Amy's reserve alongside your protocol, if
you have one. If I got experienced anything, any lasting help at all, or if the course had held anything not
really in the book, I'd feel the reserve has something to provide. I've taken many programs to get well,
non-e this expensive. Our soils are so depleted that you can't possibly get more than enough nutrients,
which means you MUST supplement. There is a 30 day money-back guarantee on a system that doesn't
say it could deliver in 30 days. This book is honestly changing my life! She is not really a healer, and not
so much a lifestyle coach or writer as she actually is a business woman. I've a full understanding of
psychology; nevertheless, this book made all those years of struggle actually make sense. Its like GOD got
a publication and wrote it about my life but Amy wrote it. If which makes sense lol. She's opened up a
whole new thought process and seeing and sense that I hardly ever really contemplated before. good
book. good book.. I've got so many healthy-feeding on and detox type books on my shelf that contradict
one another - "Soy is ideal for you - No! Strongly suggested if you are frustrated with doctors and
contemporary medicine, and ready to take healing to their own hands. simply eat wholegrains! This book
is truly empowering and such a gift. I tried meditations suggested in the publication, and by the author via
the private Facebook group. The participants in the group shared a lot about emotional healing, but I
didn't think anyone in the group was getting better actually, everyone in the group appeared to believe
that physical healing would follow. For years I went to specialists, allopathic, naturopath icon and option,
handing over my medical history and my self-confidence... I was overwhelmed because of it a little my
self, but then continuing on my own SUCH A GIFT! I go through it once and began implementing some
of the strategies, but nonetheless was a little uncertain.! I was spiritually guided to learn this book and
Personally i think now I am aware my biggest challenges.! I was still having physical pain and fatigue that
stole standard of living from me. Great Guide I bought for a class. She's changed my thinking to see that a
lot of my health problems could be resolved by looking inward, but not by what I'm investing in my
tummy. This book is so reassuring and reminded me of so many obvious truths that I'd forgotten along
the way. I finished up making myself little "cheat sheets" for most of the strategies because I found it
hard to have the book open up while trying to find things out. This is my truth, my experience regarding
this reserve. I learned a whole lot. I really like the style in fact it is actually useful. I have already been
interested in energy medication as I believe that past trauma is holding me back.. That was an amazing
moment!! This book is FULL of practical tools you can begin using today to feel better and start bit by bit
to undo the crap in our lives and learn to begin loving ourselves and kicking ass, as Amy would say!)
Then I read it again, and started practicing most of the routines daily. I've currently given it to some
friends! Gluten is eliminating your gut - No! It really is like poetry explaining energy medication. Not a 5
because I didnt full the reading. If I could recommend one book to anyone fighting just about anything, it
could be this. Healing yourself Wonderful reading Two Stars I didn't choose the ideas for healing. The
"course" is certainly overpriced, and the "course" seems to be the purpose of the book.
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